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THE RACE

Known as ‘the world’s toughest row’ the Talisker Whiskey Atlantic Challenge
is a 3000 nautical mile unassisted row across the Atlantic Ocean. Starting
from La Gomera in the Canary Islands, Mermaid Atlantic will join around 35
teams facing 20-foot waves, unpredictable weather conditions, possible Blue
Marlin strikes and the physical and mental effects of non-stop rowing for what
could be 55 days or more. There are many reasons why more people climb

KEY FACTS

2 on, 2 off
Hours

5000
Calories

Rowers will row for 2 hours on,
2 hours off for 24 hours a day.

They’ll need to consume 5000
calories per day through
dehydrated food packs.

5000
Calories

10
Litres

Rowers will burn 5000
calories per day.

Each crewmate will need
to drink 10 litres a day.

20
Litres

€12.9
Million

A water maker on board will
convert seawater into drinking
water and can make up to 20
litres in half an hour.

Participants in the race have
raised over €12.9 million for
charities worldwide over the
last six races.

Everest each year than have ever attempted to cross the Atlantic!

Taking part in the 2023 race, Mermaid Atlantic will cross the start line in
December, and attempt to break the world record of 35 days, 9 hours
and 9 minutes for a trio travelling east to west, finishing in Antigua. Once
they’ve started they’ll be unassisted and must carry everything required
for the entire race.
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THE CREW

Hailing from the Isle of Wight, the Mermaid Atlantic crew all share an ocean connection through shared interests and their love for the environment.

XAVIER
BAKER

PAUL
BERRY

A G E AT R A C E S TA R T

46
O C C U PAT I O N

Director and Co-Founder of the Isle of Wight Distillery
INTERESTS

CHRIS
MANNION

A G E AT R A C E S TA R T
A G E AT R A C E S TA R T

35
O C C U PAT I O N

Firefighter at Hampshire & IOW Fire and Rescue
INTERESTS

Surfing, cold water swimming, running, kayaking, sailing
and general exploration.

Navigation, meteorology, diving and holds a private pilots license.

MORE

MORE

Calm natured, focused and driven, Xav likes to be around
like-minded people with positive outlooks and to make the
most of life. The environment plays a large part in life and he’s
dedicated to protecting his surroundings to ensure its survival.

A driven and ambitious individual, Paul enjoys working in a
team, using his positivity to motivate others. Paul has chosen
this challenge as it is a true test of character due to the mental
and physical strength required.

47
O C C U PAT I O N

Owner of iSurf Surf School
INTERESTS

Surfing, trail running and wing foiling.
MORE

Always one to get stuck into a challenge, Chris is taking part to
give himself a new focus with the hope that his achievement
will inspire his family to believe that anything is possible. More
often found in the water than not, rowing provides a new
challenge as a step outside his comfort zone.

IMAGE CREDIT: TWAC
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THE MISSION

The mission is two-fold, firstly to communicate the detrimental effect of waste
items on the ocean. Plastic is the biggest culprit, but many materials do not
decompose, polluting the water, damaging ecosystems and threatening marine life.

LA GOMERA

The second is to raise awareness of the power of seagrass and the role it
plays in combating the climate crisis. Home to many sea creatures and
pivotal in the protection of shorelines, seagrass is the unsung hero of
the ocean, not to mention a huge carbon sink, sequestering it 35 times
faster than the rainforests. However, its survival is threatened by human
intervention, including mooring anchors, buoys and pollution, to name a few.
These aims will be achieved through the team’s social channels and events
as well as by actively supporting charities selected for their championing
of environmental issues.
Being mindful of the environmental impact of the race, the team are
aiming to compete as a Net-Zero outfit. Through monitoring all actions
and logistics, they will calculate and offset their carbon footprint through
blue carbon credits, in which seagrass projects are included.

280N, 180W

ANTIGUA
170N, 610W

4,800km
(3,000 miles)
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THE
CHARITIES

HAMPSHIRE & IOW
WILDLIFE TRUST

SURFERS AGAINST
SEWAGE

THE SEAHORSE TRUST

Hampshire & Isle of Wight Wildlife Trust is one of

Surfers Against Sewage are a community dedicated

The Seahorse Trust was set up in 1999 as an umbrella

46 Wildlife Trusts working across the UK. With the

to the protection of oceans, waves, beaches and

organisation to preserve and conserve the natural

invaluable support of volunteers and members, they

wildlife. They fight long and hard to protect

world, especially the marine environment, using

manage over 50 nature reserves. They also work

what they love and won’t stop until it’s completely

seahorses as their flagship species. They work in

with organisations and landowners to protect and

clean, safe and protected for everyone, forever.

partnership with many organisations and people

connect wildlife sites across the county to inspire local
communities and young people to care for the wildlife.

They are the voice for wildlife and wild places with
government, local authorities and others. They
use their experience, evidence and expertise to
help to shape decisions and get the best results
for wildlife. With hundreds of events, activities
and classes throughout the year, can experience
and learn about our incredible natural treasures.

SAS began as a response by the surfing
community to the dreadful state of their local
beaches. Those hardy souls who ventured into
the water back then often found themselves
swimming in raw sewage. The campaign grew
loud, proud and strong and thanks to the passion
and perseverance of their members, the UK now
enjoys some of the cleanest beaches in Europe.

from all over the world and it is this unique partnership
that allows them to achieve so much in the conservation
of seahorses and their environment for the future.

Seahorses are a unique fish species that occupy the
coastal areas of most of the world. It is these very
areas that are most under threat, being vulnerable to
human and natural interference, they suffer badly. By
working together, we can make a difference to their
future and the future of these fragile eco-systems.
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PR & MEDIA

PRESS
COVERAGE

TELEVISION

DIGITAL
MEDIA

PUBLIC
FIGURES

The race was covered by journalists

Many teams in particular caught

All of the teams aggregated

Many lifestyle/outdoor

and media organisations from around

the eye of news networks from

thousands and posts, with

influencers and public figures

the world as it was held successfully

all over the globe. The race has

sponsors, friends and family

interacted with the race

during a challenging year. Substantial

been covered in more than 100

chipping in. The many world

virtually this year. Combined,

coverage in the US, GB and

countries resulting in extensive

records broken this year also

they extended the reach beyond

Netherlands boosted the figures.

media coverage for the teams

provided huge interest for

the ocean rowing community.

and their many achievements.

online readership.

9m+

100+

1,704

1m+

Print circulation

Pieces of courage

Pieces of coverage

Social visibility

100m+

56m+

11.3bn

15m+

People reached

Global TV audience

Online readership

Audience reach

IMAGE CREDIT: TWAC
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RACE CHANNELS

Each year the race gains an incredible amount of media coverage generated

KEY FACTS

by the combined efforts of Talisker Whisky’s communication agencies, the
dedicated race media team, and the tremendous effort put in by many of
the teams to create coverage for their campaigns.

25-44

50,236,260

Most Reached Age Group

Lifetime Reach

165m+

37,877

Organic Post Reach in
the last 6 months

Page Likes

372,968
Organic Impressions in
the last 6 months
Figures are provided by Atlantic Campaigns
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SPONSORSHIP

GOLD
GOLD
GOLD
SILVER
SILVER

MERMAID GIN HEADLINE SPONSOR

GOLD

GOLD

SILVER

BRONZE

BRONZE

SILVER

BRONZE

BRONZE
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PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

Mermaid Atlantic are looking for partners to go the distance with them. With the help of financial and supplier sponsors,
the crew will be able to undertake the challenge while promoting environmental causes.

GOLD
£15,000
X2

S I LV E R
£10,000
X2

BRONZE
£5,000
X4

OAR PACKAGE
£2,000
X4

PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
• Large logo on the boat
(both sides)
• Large logo on crew kit
to be worn during media
appearances and at the
race start and finish

GOLD
£15,000
X2

• Promotion of your company
at associated media
interviews/press events
• Promotion of your company/
products on social media
• Rights to photography,
videos and press release
for marketing purposes
• Team appearances for your
company, with presentations
about sustainability, training,
the challenge, overcoming
issues etc. (1x pre-race and 1x
post-race appearances)

• Feature on the website
as a gold sponsor on the
homepage and sponsor page

• Logo on the boat (both sides)
• Logo on crew kit to be worn during media
appearances and at the race start and finish

• Mermaid Atlantic merchandise
• Assistance in writing a blog
post or feature for your
company newsletter
• Isle of Wight Visit including
a tour of the Isle of Wight
Distillery, with a tasting
session led by co-founder and
crewmate, Xavier Baker
• Surf lessons/session for 6 with
crewmate and owner of iSurf,
Chris Mannion
• Tickets to Summer Mermaid
Atlantic Event x10

• Promotion of your company at associated
media interviews/press events

S I LV E R
£10,000
X2

• Promotion of your company/products on
social media
• Rights to photography, videos and press release
for marketing purposes.
• Feature on the website as a silver sponsor
on homepage and sponsor page.
• Team appearance for your company, with a
presentation about sustainability, training,
the challenge, overcoming issues etc. (1x postrace appearance)
• Mermaid Atlantic merchandise
• Tickets to Summer Mermaid Atlantic Event x6

PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
• Logo on the boat (both sides)

• Logo on a pair of oars

• Promotion of your company/products on
social media

• Logo on the website on the sponsorship page
• Promotion of your company/products on
social media

• Rights to photography, videos and press
release for marketing purposes.

BRONZE
£5,000
X4

• Feature on the website as a bronze sponsor
on homepage and sponsor page.
• Mermaid Atlantic merchandise
• Tickets to Summer Mermaid Atlantic Event x4

OAR
PACKAGE
£2,000
X4

• Rights to photography and videos for
marketing purposes.
• Ownership of oars after the race
• Tickets to Summer Mermaid Atlantic Event x2
• Logo on boat
• Package negotiable depending on the investment
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CONTACT DETAILS

hello@mermaidatlantic.com

www.mermaidatlantic.com

Mermaid Atlantic 2023

@mermaidatlantic2023

@MermaidAtl

Mermaid Atlantic

